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Bi-annual newsletter from the European Association of Fruit & Vegetable Processors

Editorial:
Welcome to our first ever
NEWSLETTER – aimed to keep our
larger
membership
informed
about the association’s key
activities, and providing an
overview of EU issues of direct
relevance to the sector. Our aim
is to up-date you in this new
format twice a year, and any
suggestions are most welcome!
This first edition is also my last as
“editor in chief”, and I take this
opportunity to thank everyone for
the excellent cooperation over
the years: it was an inspiring,
enriching
and
rewarding
experience
–
both
on
a
professional and interpersonal
level. I hand over to Aline
Rutsaert who is an experienced
and
highly
motivated
professional ready to breathe
some
fresh
air
into
the
association.
All the best,
Susanne Meyer

15 JUNE 2013

On 25th April 2013 PROFEL President
Jean-Bernard Bonduelle opened the
conference at the Pulman airport
hotel in Brussels

8th

PROFEL
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European Vegetable Processors
European vegetable processors met on
April 25th 2013 in Brussels for their 8th
conference

entitled:

Innovation and

Communication: How to bring our better
products to the consumer.
.
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Direct
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to

« Greening »

instruments, special support for young
farmers,

small

farmers

and

less

favoured areas. The proposals also
Nigel Thorgrimsson, PROFEL’s Chairman
of the Technical and Legislation
Committee, chaired the Conference for
the second time

encourages Producer Organisations,
Interbranch

Associations and short

supply chains.

Policy News in brief - continued
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consequences of the ruling is expected

(DMS CAP/10/007), stressing industry’s
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in the forthcoming weeks.
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production in the future CAP.

The so-called Single CMO is part of the

confirmed to launch negotiations for a

The reform’s most significant element for

present CAP reform package. More

comprehensive free trade agreement

PROFEL’s sugar users is the question of
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sector is preparing for the next reform of
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quota regime. Exceptionally high prices,
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PROFEL submitted a 12-point position

(Trade/13/011), scheduled for July.

management over recent years put

paper to the public consultation (CMO

sugar users’ competitiveness at risk.

F&V/12/008). Legislative proposals are

In April PROFEL participated in the

CIUS, the Committee of Industrial Users

expected after the summer 2013.
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quotas as soon as possible Sug/13/004
and Sug/13/013.
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India; a follow-up meeting with DG

On the 30th of May the European Court

SANCO

of Justice gave its judgment on the

(Trade/13/013).

has

been

organized

question of what to include in the
Last but not least, PROFEL joined the
Young Farmers’ initiative in the new
CAP. President Jean-Bernard Bonduelle
signed the Young Farmers’ “pledge” of
“Future Food for Farmers” Campaign,
and recorded a video message for the
website to express the importance of

calculation to determine the Value of

School Fruit Scheme
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for
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processed fruit and vegetables (Funding
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rate

acknowledgement of the qualities of

coefficients introduced for processed

processed products in the scheme, and

products are annulled. More clarity on

giving processed products a greater
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the
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« In short »:
-

PROFEL met with the European Commission in February to
address the trade concerns of our canned peach sector
regarding South Africa, Swaziland and Russia (Trade/13/004)

-

As negotiations with MERCOSUR continue and an exchange
of market access offers could take place before the end of
the year, PROFEL is preparing a note to remind negotiators of

-

-

the sector’s position ((Trade/13/012)
The free trade agreement with Peru entered into force on 1st
March 2013. The one with Columbia is expected to enter into
force before the end of the year.
Unfair advertising: PROFEL reacted in a letter against an
advertising campaign in Sweden for a new organic
vegetable range in tetra pack (GOGREEN), and its slogan
“Yes we can forget the can” (Comp/13/001)
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calling

recognition (SFS/13/005)

for
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Regulatory News in brief and meeting calendar

Bisphenol A
End of 2012 France has adopted a law
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AGENDA
-

Bisphenol A: Meeting with Cabinet of Commissioner for
Enterprise
Technical and Legislation Committee Meeting: 30 Oct 2013
late morning
Fruit Product Groups: autumn meetings Oct/Nov – date to
be confirmed asap
Canned & Frozen Vegetable Group meeting: 30 Oct 2013
early afternoon
Dried Vegetables Product Group Meeting: week of 18
November 2013 in Frankfurt at the Food Ingredient Europe
FIE trade fair. Exact date to be confirmed
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